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ABSTRACT 
Sharing and surgery-oriented side effects of list processing are 
the major reasons that garbage collection be a task of the memory 
manager for a list processor. The side effects prohibit a piece of memory 
from being reclaimed into free space immediately after it is dereferenced. 
This allows memory to become abandoned-~have no references) and free 
memory to become emJ)ty. LISP is an excellent example of a list 
processor where list processing side effects and the need for a garbage 
collector can be exhibited. The garbage collection schemes proposed for 
LISP can be applied to other list processors since the list processing side 
effects are generic problems. The schemes proposed are one of two 
types: reference counting, or matk and sweep. The reference counting 
type puts memory back into free space when the reference count for a 
piece of memory goes to zero. The mark and sweep type marks active 
(nonabandoned) . memory pieces and· then incorporates unmarked 
{abandoned) memory p"ieces with a sweep through memory. Garbage 
collection schemes proposed U:P through the late 1980's range for list 
processors which run on mach_ines from small memory single processors 
to large virtual memory multiprocessors. 
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-1. Introduction 
Garbage collectio11 is the process of reclaiming abandoned memory. 
It is part of memory management where allocation is its counterpart. Garbage 
collection consists primarily of two steps: identifying memory cells which have 
been abandoned, and then incorporating those memory cells. Identifying 
abandoned memory cells may be done via reference counters, or by keeping 
active (nonabandoned) memory cells accessable via linked lists. Abandoned 
memory cells may be incorporated into one contiguous piece via compaction 
techniques, or incorporated b)· building a free list of fragmented pieces. 
Reclaiming memory is not necessarily done by one addressable 
memory cell at a time. A piece of abandoned memory is usually a group of 
adjacent memory cells that were conceptualized into a for-matted chunk, called a 
node, in which meaningful information was stored. This is often the case with 
data types such as records or structures which usually span across many 
memory cells. Even though memory cells are reclaimable by chunks, the chunks 
of memory may not necessarily be the same size. Ther.e may be cliff eren t sizes of 
records or structures, each of which has a specific format defining the amount of 
information it may contain. 
Garbage collection is a time consuming process. It has been 
estimated that 10-30% of the processing time spent on LISP programs is due to 
garbage collection (COHE 2 p.341]. For real-time systems this can be a 
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nuisance, but it may be a necessary task for which there are acceptable 
solutions. In a real-time system a process must be carefu I not to get caught 
garbage collecting when another process is waiting for it to respond. Although 
there are additional challenges with real-time systems, garbage collection is 
generally a need for programs, such as list processors, that make use of linked 
data structures. 
£. LISP: A List Processor 
LISP has a natural environment for list processing. Depending on 
the vintage of LISP, its processor may use nodes of various sizes, or nodes of the 
same size. In either case, a node can be of one of two types: a cons cell or a word 
cell. A cons cell is non atomic and is used to link together elem en ts of a list. A 
word cell is atomic and is used to represent atoms which are the lowest level 
elem en ts of a list. The format of each type· is often defined by four fields. A 
cons cell has a left and right pointer that point to other nodes. The left and 
tight pointe-rs are more formally known as car and cdr respectively. A word cell 
has a token field to represent an atom and a pointer to string together several 
word cells for representing large atoms. The car painter field of a cons cell is 
equivalent to the token field of a word cell, and the cdr pointer field of a cons 
cell .is equivalent to the pointer field of· the word cell (see figure la). B(?th types 
have a bit for identifying the node as atomic or non atomic, and a bit for 
marking the node as active. For sake of discussion, word cells are not in the 
-3-
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same memory segment as cons cells (ALLE 1 p. 246}, and are reclaimable with 
an additional step {ALLE 1 J). 285). Notice that it is possible to distinguish an 
atomic node from a nonatomic node without the extra bit by comparing their 
address with the address range of each memory segment. However, a simple bit 
check is faster and easier. 
c-----c c-----c c-----c 1---->I 1----------------------->I 1--1 
c-----c c------c c-----c 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
w-----w 
IA 1--1 
w-----w 
I 
I 
c-----c c-----c 
1----->I 1--1 
c-----c c-----c 
V 
w----.,..w 
V 
w-----w w-----w 
IB 1--1 IC I 1--->ID 1--1 
w-----w w-----w w-----w 
Ugure !a, List (A (8 CD) E) in LISP. 
--------
- -
c = LISP cons cell 
w = LISP word cell 
c-----c 
c-----c 
I I 
I \ 
I \ 
I I 
V V 
w-----w w-----w 
IA 1--1 IB 1--·1 
w-----w w-----w 
.t 
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In LISP, garbage generation is a frequent occurance. flowever, 
garbage collection must be done carefully because of sharing and surgery-
oriented procedures. When a CONS or APPEND is performed, free cons cells 
are consumed and typically end up abandoned after a short active life fWINS 5 
pp. 246-247]. Their active life may be 88 short lived as the time required to 
perform just a few stack operations. Provided that the types of the arguments 
are correct, both CONS and APPEND will produce a list. However, APPEND 
has the potential to generate more garbage than CONS. When a RPLACD is 
performed, free cons cells arc not consumed; thus it does not generate garbage 
like CONS and APPEND. llowrver, side-effects do occur ·because RPLA·CD is a 
surgery-orie·nted procedure. RPLACD will also produce a list provided that the 
arguments are the correct type. A close look at the internal mechanism of 
CONS and APPEND will clearly illustrate the need for a garbage collecting 
scheme in LISP. A close look at the internal mechanism of RPLACD (as well as 
CONS and APPEND) will illustrate that the garbage collecting scheme be a 
careful one. 
When a CONS is performed, a cons cell is taken from free space. 
The car of that new cons cell is set to point to the data representation of the 
first argument, and the cdr of the new cons cell is set to point to the data 
representation of the second argument. The allocated cons cell is the chunk of 
memory that is frequently abandoned shortly after the CONS is done. When an 
APPEND is performed, a copy of the first argument is made by taking a cons 
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cell from free space for each cons cell in the first argument (the word cells are 
not copied). After the copy is made, the cdr of the last cons cell in the copy is 
set to point to the data representation of the second argument. Once again the 
cons cells allocated for the copy may be abandoned quickly. RPLACD is like 
APPEND, except that a copy of the first argument is not made. Instead, the 
cdr of the last cons cell in the first argument is set to point to the data 
representation of the second argument. This changes the first argument 
permanently. But more importantly, the second argument now has two points 
of origin from which it can be accessed (this is also somewhat true for APPEND 
and CONS). Therefore, special care is needed to not reclaim the cons cells of 
the second argument if one of the references are detached later. 
Cons cells are no~ only allocated and abandoned via normal 
procedure execution. To read in the expression (CONS (QUOTE A) (QUOTE 
B)), seven cons cells will be 11eeded just to represent it, and many more will be 
consumed while reading it. .(Note that a LISP expression is stored as a list.) 
More memory may be needed if the tokens CONS, QUOTE, A and B are not in 
the atom table yet. This furtl1er illustrates the need for a garba_ge collecting 
scheme. To execute the CONS expression, on.e cons cell is needed. After the 
result is printed, (in this example the result is a dotted paz'r, see figure lb) all 
eight cons cells may not be need-ed anymore [ALLE 1 pp. 282-283]. However, as 
inferred from above, putting garbage cons cells back into free space is not that 
straightforward of a task. 
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As exhibited above, there are a few fundamental operations that are 
performed on cons cells. Some procedures allocate new cons cells, some share 
existing cons cells and some 111odify existing cons cells. CONS allocates a new 
cons cell for its result, APPEND allocates new cons cells for its first argument 
and shares the cons cells of its second argument, and RPLACD modifies a cons 
cell of the first argument and shares cons cell of its second argument. In 
addition to building type procedures, there are procedures which may separate 
cons cells conceptually or permanently. It is these types of features, which 
generally apply to list processors, that contribute to the need for precise garbage 
collecting. 
9. Some Primitive Garbage Collection Schemes 
In the late 1950's, the classical garbage collection scheme was 
sufficient. Since then more sophisticated hardware and software has been 
developed resulting in a spectrum of proposed g·arbage collection schemes. Each 
method proposed was relevant to the architecture of the machine or the features 
of the program the collection was being done for. Now there are garbage 
collection algorith-ms for a range of machines from small memory single 
processors up to large virtual memory multiprocessors. 
9.1 A Classical Garbage Collector.~ The Mark and Sweep Approach 
The classical garbage collection scheme only consists of two steps: 
marking active nodes, and then reclaiming unmarked nodes with a sweep 
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through memory. Via car and cdr of a cons cell, a list in LISP can be conceived 
as a binary tree of nodes. This notion of a tree, which is generally applicable to 
f 
I 
all list processors, makes n1arking active nodes as trivial as doing a preorder 
tree-traversal. All active nodes in LISP should be reachable through the ol)ject 
list and the stack. Nodes reachable from the stack (aka environment or control 
chain) must also be marked because they are not abandoned; they are being 
used in current computations and must still be accessable when garbage 
collection completes. After all reachable nodes are marked, the unmarked nodes 
can then be reclaimed with the sweep through memory. The sweep phase can 
also unmark marked nodes \vhile unmarked nodes are reclaimed. (If nodes are 
just marked via a bit table, then tl1ere is no need for unmarking. However, all 
the bits in the table would have to be masked off before the next collection.) 
For LISP, marking can be done for both types or· nodes: cons cells 
and word cells. During the marking phase for cons -cells, the- car pointer is 
examined to see if it points to a word cell.( a leaf node). If it does, the word cell 
is marked and marking continues down the cdr pointer of the cons cell. Of 
course. if large atoms are bein.g represent.ed, marking would have to go down the 
string of word cells before going down the cdt pointer .of the cons cell. If the car 
pointer points to another cons cell, marking is done down the car pointer (this is 
a case of a nested list - an element of a list is another list). The same is then 
done for marking d·own the cdr pointer. Before ·examining the node car or cdr 
points to, a precaution is taken to. see if car or cdr is nil. If either is nil, the. 
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pointer is left alone and marking continues appropriately. After all the cons 
cells and word cells have been marked, a sweep through each segment can be 
done. 
When marking cons cells, it is possible to mark them more than 
once; a cons cell can be shared. But this is wasteful and dangerous; a cons cell 
may refer to itself or indirectly to itself causing an endless traversal through a 
circular list. To prevent an endless traversal, the marking phase can simply 
return if it encounters a cons cell that has already been marked. Intuitively, all 
cons cells farther down the list should also have been marked or are in the 
process of being marked. vVhen marking word cells, it is also possible to mark 
them more than once because a word cell can be shared by more than one cons 
cell. Again, this would just be wasteful. Even though word cells do not have 
the potential to be circular like cons cells, the marking phase can just return if 
it encounters a word cell that has already been marked. 
3.2 A Reference Countz'ng Garbage Collector 
Garbage collection via reference counters is an incremental appr.oach; 
memory is put back into free space as it becomes unneeded instead of all at once 
as in the mark and sweep approach. Using reference counters requires an 
additional field in each node to keep track of the number of pointers to it. The 
field must be large enough to hold a pointer since it is theoretically possible to 
" 
have every addressable cell in memory pointing to the same node. The field, 
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however, can be used to link free space together in a list. Each time a node is 
pointed to, its reference counter is incremented. Each time a node is 
dereferenced, its reference counter is decremented. When the reference counter 
goes to zero, the node can be put in to free space. 
9.9 A Reference Counting/Afark And Sweep Garbage Collector 
When a reference count goes to zero a bookkeeping nightmare may 
develop; its chain of successors may have to be decremented also. This could 
occur if all nodes in the list have a reference count- of one and the head node is 
dereferenced. As the head no(le is dereferenced, its reference count would go to 
zero. Thus, it would be put back into free space, and it would no longer 
reference the next node in the list. The reference count of the next node would 
go to zero, and so on. 
-
Another disadv.antage with a .reference counting scheme is that extra 
space is required. However, the fixed size of the extra space can be reduced to 
cut down on the size of a node. But the size of the space may be such that a 
maximum count could be reached and overflow it. In such a case the reference 
count of an overflowed node can no longer be decremented safely when th_e node 
is dereferenced; it is uncertain as to. when the node can be reclaime.d. 
Besides the overhead of decrement.ing counts, the ex.t·ra require.cl 
space, and counter ov·erflows, the inability to recla.im cyclic nodes is a 
- 1'"' 
disadvantage of using reference.counters. The reference count of the node where 
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a list becomes circular will be one greater than the other nodes in the list, and 
when the list becomes de ref crcnced all nodes in the circle will be orphaned. That 
is, all nodes in the circle will end up ,vith a reference count of one and still not 
be reach ab I e; the net res u It being that they never get rec I aimed . 
Deutsch and l(nuth propose using a combination of the reference 
counter approach with the classical mark and sweep garbage collection scheme. 
The cla.ssical method is invoked when free space becomes empty. However, all 
reference counts are first set to zero before traversing the reachable nodes, and 
as they are traversed, tl1eir ref ercnce counts are incremented. Prevention of 
endless circular traversals must also be done here. If a node with a reference 
count greater than zero is reached, the count is just incremented; traversing 
does not go beyond that node, the marking phase will return as. before. After 
the reference counts of all reacl1able nodes are reset, nodes with a zero reference 
count are put back into free space. This would reclaim orphaned nodes from 
circular list cases and pot.en tially reset previously overflowed counters to a 
usable value ·again. 
Wise and Friedman propose using a bit instead of a counter. A big 
disadvantage is that nodes with more that one reference can only be collected 
via the classic scheme. However, it may not be such a bad idea for a LISP 
processor since about 97% of the nodes in most LISP programs have only one 
reference [COHE p. 353]. 
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~- Marking Active Nodes 
Ma.rk ing active nodes with the classical scheme implies the use of a 
stack when recursively traversing an active list of nodes. llowcver, garbage 
collection is done because there is no more free space. So, how is space allocated 
for the stack? If the list fJrocessor is machine dependent, the stack may be built 
into the architecture of the machine. If the processor is not machine drpendrnt 
but totally utilizes the rnachine anyway, the processor can reserve a segment of 
memory for an explicit stack. The explicit stack could be utilized 
nonrecursively, whereas the s1>ccial machine stack could be utilized recursively. 
Both could be used by a u~er defined function or by a microcoded machine 
function. But for any of the arrangements, what if the stack is not big enough 
for the case of the unusually 1011g or wide list? For example, what if a list has a 
large number of items, or what if a list is deeply nested? In LISP, a long list 
would require a Jenghty traversal down the list of cons cell cdr pointers, and a 
wide list would require a deep traversal down the list of cons cell car pointers. 
ln both cases, one slot on the -stack would be required for each pointer 
encountered on the way down; eventually the stack could become full before the 
traversal finished. 
4.1 A Circular Stack Mark£1ig .Scheme 
An algorithm similar to the classical collector uses a fixed . size 
circular stack to mark nodes. This scheme applies to binary trees also, but it· 
-12-
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requires an extra bit per node. As the tree is traversed downward, each node is 
first tagged with the extra bit and is then remembered on the stack. As the tree 
is traversed upward, the reme111bcred node on top of the stack is examined to 
see if both branches have been traversed. If the mark bit is set and the extra bit 
is set, then both branches have been traversed. If both its branches have been 
traversed, the node is popped off and the next remembered node is examined. If 
both its branches 11 ave not been traversed, the mark bit is set and the preorder 
traversal continues do\\·n the right branch. If the stack is exhausted before the 
tree is traversed, nodes are remembered starting at the beginning of the stack 
again, overwriting previously rcn1 cm be red nodes, causing them to be forgot ten. 
When the stack becomes empty,. and if remembered nodes circled 
around the stack, a linear scan through memory is done looking for a node that 
has been tagged but not marked When one is found, its address is saved, it _gets 
marked, and its right branch is traversed using the stack again in the· same way. 
When traversing incomplete subtrees, the node with the lowest memory address 
in the subtree is saved. When th.e stack b·ecomes empty again, the saved 
addresses (the address remembered while traversing the subtree and the address 
remembered during the last scan through memory) are compared and the lower 
of the two is used as the place in memory at which the linear scan is resumed. 
Eventually the scan through memory will not find a partially traversed node 
before reaching the end. When this occurs, the sweep through memory to 
incorporate unma"rked nodes can be done. During the sweep, all mark bits and 
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tag bits can be cleared. 
If remembered nodes circled around the stack for a LISP program, 
and large atoms are being remembered, then a linear scan through the memory 
segment for word cells must also be done . 
./.£ A Link-Reversal A1arki1ig Scheme 
Floyd, Deutsch, ancl Schorr and Wait independently discovered a 
nonrecursive marking algorithrn which is applicable to binary trees. The 
advantage their algorithrn has is that it makes use of the storage it is traversing 
to do the marking and docs not need additional space for a stack (hence, 
pushing and poping levels of recursion is not necessary either). The trick is that 
as the tree of nodes are traversed on tl1e way down, the pointer in each node is 
changed to point upward to the node that once J)ointed down to it. This way 
the marking procedure can find its way back up. But on the way back up, each 
node is reset to point back clown to the node the prqccdure traversed up from, 
. 
which restores the original direction of the tree. Leavin·g .a trail of poi_nters 
behind on the downward traversal to be used later on the traverse back up is 
known as link-reversing or li1ik-bending. 
While traversing downward, a pointer to the parent of the current 
node replaces the left pointer, the node is marked and· marking continues down 
the left branch. When marking returns from the left branch, the left pointer 
replaces the right pointer, the- left pointer is rest.ored, the node is tagged with a 
. . 
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designated bit and marking continues down the right branch. When marking 
returns from the right branch, the tag bit indicates to continue going back up 
after the right pointer is restored. 
The link reversal scheme may not need extra space for a stack, but it 
does need the support of t ,vo pointer size variables; they are necessary when 
shuffling pointers around. On the way down, one variable will remember the 
address of the J)arent node, and \Vhen a left or right pointer is changed to point 
upward to the parent node, the other variable will be used to remember the 
address of the next node before overwriting it witl1 the address of the parent 
node. On the way up, one variable will remember the address of the child node, 
and when the left or right poi11 ter is restored with the address of the child node, 
the other variable will rem cm ber the left or right pointer before overwriting it 
with the address of the child node. 
The link reversal scheme not only needs two extra variables, it also 
.needs to keep track of what direction the traversal is going. This may be 
intuitive when tracing through the scheme, but it must be coded somehow when 
implementing the ·scheme. The scheme needs to know if the next node it is 
about to visit is a parent node or a child node. The usefulness of knowing what· 
direction the traversal is going is important in avoiding endless traversals 
through circular lists. The g·eneral rule for avoiding endless traversals it to not 
traverse a node if it has already been marked. But if the current direction· is not 
known, a marked node is ambiguous with meaning that a circular list is detected 
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or the next node is just the parent which was marked on the way down. The 
marking scheme would come to a halt if it thought the parent node was the 
begining of a circular list; the two child nodes would have been marked also and 
there would be nowhere to go. 
Knowing what the current direction is has a role in reading the extra 
bit also. If the bit is not set on the way down, it means to take the left branch. 
If the bit is not set on the way up, it means to take the right branch. 
The algorithm dcscovcred by Floyd, Deutsch, and Schorr and Wait 
makes use of an additional bit in the node as to indicate which direction to 
traverse when the node is encountered (down the right branch or upward). For 
LISP, however, Knuth suggests not using an additional tag bit but suggests 
using the bit which is used to mark nonatomic or atomic nodes. It is already 
known that only nonatomic nodes have more than one branch to be traversed. 
That is, an atomic node will be visited twice at the most (once on the way down 
and once on the way up), thus there should be no ambiguous meaning with the 
bit on the way up from any node. The bit would have to be cleared during the 
sweep for cons cells and be left alone during the sweep for word cells. In 
addition to Knuth's suggestion, there is another way the extra bit Floyd, 
Deutsch, and Schorr and Wait use can be eliminated. If the mark bit was set 
when going down the right branch instead of the left branch, the mark bit could 
be Used as the indicator to continue going upward. This suggestion, however, 
would cause an endless traversal wit'h a circular list. 
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A general variation of Floyd-Deutsch-Schorr-Wait's algorithm is 
proposed by Wegbreit. WeglJrcit suggests maintaining a bit stack instead of 
using a bit within each node. This may reduce the frequency of garbage 
collecting ( each node ,vou lei require less memory, th us more nodes wou Id be 
available for consumJ)tion ancl free space would become empty less often) but 
could run into stack overflow \\'ith the case of the unusually long or wide list. 
~.9 A Fixed Size Stack/Li1ik-Reversal Afarking Scheme 
A modification of Floyd-Deutsch-Schorr-Wait's scheme is proposed 
by Schorr and Wait themselves. Schorr and Wait show that the link-reversal 
algorithm is less efficient tl1an tl1e stack algorithm because ·of the overhead 
involved with switch.ing poi11ters and the necessary additional examination of 
each node (checking the tag bit). What Schorr and Wait ultimately propose is a 
hybrid of the stack algorithm and the link-reversal algorithm. The algorithm 
starts out by using a fixed size stack but uses the link-reversal algorithm when 
stack overflow is encountered. When the link-reversal scheme works its way 
back to the top of the stack, the stack scheme is continued until it overflows the 
stack again. 
4.4 A Fi'xed Size Stack/Tag Bit Marki'ng Scheme 
Kurokawa suggests using a fixed size stack .and using an extra bit as 
a tag bit. When stack overflow is encountered, he suggests removing nodes from 
the stack and setting their tag bit to make room. The nodes which would not 
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be removed are those which are the root of a subtree leading directly to the 
nodes removed. When a node is popped, the next node is examined to see if it 
points to a node th at is tagged. If it points to a node th at is tagged, the subtree 
of tagged nodes off it would be retracked back onto the stack and their tag bit 
would be cleared. 
f 5 A Fixed Size Stack/Tag Bit/Link-Reversal Marking Scheme 
Peter Bishop proposes a variant to Kurokawa's algorithm. Bishop 
suggests using the link-reversal scheme when removing nodes from the stack 
upon overflow. His scheme uses two tag bits: one for marking the node as being 
off the stack (the off-stack bit) as in Kurokawa's method, and the tag bit 
normally used in the link reversal scheme (the link-reversal bit). When a node is 
popped from the stack, its link-reversal bit is checked to see if its parent has 
been removed from the stack via the link-reversal scheme {i.e the backward 
pointer in the right pointer field is followed as the link-reversal tag bit would 
normally indicate). If it is set, marking continues according to the link-reversal 
scheme. The link-reversal scheme would continue until a node is encountered, 
on an upward traversal with the off-stack tag bit not set. Then the stack is 
used again. This would require the link-reversal scheme to set the off-stack bit 
when traversing downward so that a node would not be interpreted later as 
being on the stack when it is really not. 
Bishop's method is different from Schorr and Wait's method becaUse 
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the link-reversal scheme is used to clear the stack when it overflows, thus 
making it availalJle for traversing the rest of the tree. rfhe link-reversal ~cheme 
in Schorr and Wait's rncthod is used to continue marking the rest of the tree 
when the stack overflo,vs (the stack does not get cleared). 
S. Various Size Nodes 
The schemes prescn tcd so far have been mostly applicable to single 
size nodes. However, they can be tailored for collecting various size nodes as 
well. With respect to differences in the format of a various size node, the 
necessary modifications to the garbage collecting schemes should not be that 
extensive. 
The classical algorithm of marking various size nodes is similar to the 
scheme used for marking single size nodes; it also does a preorder traversal of a 
conceptual tree of nodes. The number of branches from a node may vary, thus 
the n um her of pointers in a 11ode ·must be available or at least computable. 
Also, the address of the first poi11ter value (a pointer to a pointer) would be 
needed in the node; this implies that the address of the other pointer values 
would have to be adjacent to the address of t-he first pointer value. For 
example, one structure field reference would be used for all the pointers in the 
node (such as a dynamically allocated array of pointers), as opposed to one 
structure field reference for each pointer. With a fixed ·size node it would be 
easy to define a structure with the required amount of fields, such as car and cdr 
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of a cons cell in LISP. Dut for a varied size node this is not so easy. In order to 
access a pointer value other than the first pointer value, an offest can be added 
to the address of the first pointer value, or the address of the first pointer value 
may be subscripted as an array. 
Marking various size nodes can also be done using a fixed size stack 
as with single size nodes. Ilowever, the entries on the stack would contain 
values in terms of the nurnlJcr of JJointers and the address of the first pointer 
value. To use the link-reversal scheme for various size nodes, a counter would 
have to be used instead of a bit to indicate what direction to traverse in. When 
the counter became equal to the n urn ber of pointers (branches from a node), 
then traversing would go back up the tree. 
6. Incorporating Abandoned Nodes 
Up until now,. most of the algorithms presented were for identifying 
abandoned nodes. Other tl1an the use of reference counters, abandoned nodes 
were identified by simply not being marked. Incorporating abandoned nodes 
after marking nonabandoned nodes can be done in one of two ways. Abandoned 
nodes may be incorporated into one contiguou·s piece or link·ed together by 
pieces in a list. The use of a free list and t-he arbitrary compaction technique are 
best for incorporating fixed size nodes, and the linearizing and sliding 
compaction technique are typically used for various size nodes. 
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6.1 Building A Free List 
Incorporating abandoned single size nodes into a list just requires one 
pass through memory. As the sweep is done, unmarked nodes are put on a free 
list. The list can be linked together by one of the fields in the node that is large 
enough to hold a pointer. For a cons cell in LISP, either the car or rdr field 
would be sufficient. 
Incorporating abandoned various size nodes in to a list wou Id also 
require one pass through mcrnory. 1-lowever, the use of several free lists wou Id 
be more appropriate. There would be one list for each node size, and a special 
list for miscellaneous size nodes which are kept in order by addresses. When a 
specific node size is requested, it would be allocated off the respective list. If its 
respective list is empty, the special list is checked. Since a perfect fit cannot be 
·-
made, a best fit is settled for with the extra space split off onto the appropriate 
list. If a best fit cannot be made, then adjacent nodes in the special list are 
compacted to make a fit. If a fit cannot still be made, then compaction of free 
nodes throughout all of memory must be done. 
6.2 Compaction .Tecliniques 
Compaction techniques are typically used for relaiming various size 
nodes, ( except for arbitrary compaction). Compaction schemes are classified 
in to three categories: arbitrary, sliding, and linearizing. Arbitrary and 
linearizing both rearrange the order of nodes in memory. However, atbitrary 
'\ 
' . 
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schemes do not leave nodes that point to each other adjacent to each other, 
whereas linearizing schemes usually leave nodes that point to each other 
adjacent to each other. Actually, the physical memory cells themselves do not 
get rearranged, it is really the nodes that occupy the memory cells that are 
rearranged. But, for sake of discussion, the concept of a node is also defined 
here as the contents of memory cells, not the physical characteristics. Sliding 
schemes leave nodes in the same linear order as they were before t.he 
compaction. 
6.£.1 Arbitrary Compaction 
Arbitrary compaction is typically done with nodes of the same size. 
Incorporating abandoned memory arbitrarily into one piece requires two 
pointers and two passes tl1rough memory. One pointer starts at the top of 
memory and the other starts at the bottom of memory. In the first pass, the 
bottom pointer is moved toward the top until it points to an unmarked node. 
The top pointer is moved toward the bottom until it points to a marked node. 
The contents of the marked node is then -moved into the unmarked node, the 
mark bit gets cleared at the old loc·ation, the mark bit gets set at the new 
location, and the old _location is set to point to the new location as a means of 
leaving a forwarding address. The two pointers contin·ue to move toward each 
other, as marked nodes are moved into unmarked nodes, until they meet. When 
the two pointers meet, a second pass through memory is done. But only on the 
marked nodes in the b.ottom part of memory. The second pass is done to. 
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readjust the pointers since some nodes have been moved to new addresses. If a 
marked node points to an unmarked node, the forwarding address pointer 
replaces the pointer to the unmarked node. 
If Arbitrary com pact ion is done for various size nodes, the space a 
node is being moved to wou Id have to be large enough to hold it. Sometimes if 
there are two unmarked nodes adjacent to each other but neither can hold the 
node being moved, the two acljacent nodes can be merged into one larger node in 
order to fit the moved node. Using arbitrary compaction on various size nodes 
has the great potential for fragmenting memory to the point where all the 
fragments are too small to hold a reachable node, and are alternating 
throughout memory so that they cannot be merged into one larger node. 
6.2.2 Sliding Compacti·on 
Due to fragmentation problems, compacting . .. various size nodes 
cannot always be done successfully by arbitrarily moving marked nodes into 
unmarked nodes. Haddon and \Vaite, however, propose a compacting algorithm 
that is a sliding type. Haddon and Waite's scheme makes two passes through 
memory and makes use of a table. The first pass slides or copies reacha.ble 
memory to either end and builds a break table. The second pass readjusts the 
p.ointers in the ·nodes using the break table. 
The break t.able contains the address and size of each hole, and is 
cunningly maintained in the ·hole space. However, it must be rolled when the 
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free space changes location as a result of the sliding. The rolling of the table 
becomes costly when active and inactive nodes are in alternating positions 
throughout memory. Between passes the break table is sorted so that a binary 
search may be done when readjusting the painters. 
Another sliding compaction scheme makes three or more passes over 
memory. In the first pass, a linkccf list of free nodes is constructed where each 
hdle in the list contains its address and its size. A traversal through the list 
may then be done to compact adjacent holes. The second pass through memory 
could then use the list to readjust the pointers in the reachable nodes. The 
third pass then slides the reachalJlc nodes in to one contiguous piece at their new 
addresses. 
Since the second }Jass takes the most time, Wegbreit suggests using a 
sorted break table instead of tl1e list when readjusting the painters. This would 
speed up the second pass, but would introduce new challenges with storing the 
break table since unmarked memory nodes would probably still be too 
fragmented to hold the table at the point of the second pass. 
Lang and Wegbreit propose that memory be broken into· several' 
segments and that each segment be treated as Wegbreit originally proposed for 
all of memory. However, the third scan would compact all the segments. The 
advantage of this scheme is that a hole may be large enough in each segment to 
hold its respective break table. That is, since the segments would be smaller, 
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the break tables would be sn1aller. A disadvantage, ho,vever, is that additional 
storage would be needed to store information about each of the segments such 
as the size of a segment and ,vhcrc it begins. 
Terashima and Coto J)ropose using a bit table to mark the reachalJle 
nod es. Each word in th c t a IJ I c \\'Ou Id rep re sen t a se gm c n t of memory where each 
bit in the word ,vou Id correSJ)ond to one node. The number of bits in ear h word 
that are not set would indicate the nun1IJer of free nodes in each segment. Via 
the number of free nocles in each segment, the pointers of each active node can 
be readjusted. After the pointers are readjusted, the nodes can be compacted. 
The advantage to their scl1en1e is that the process of readjusting pointers is 
re I at iv e I y q u i ck since , de J) e n d in g on the h ar d ware, it can be an in expensive 
process to count the number of bits in a word that are not set. 
Terashima and Goto propose another scheme which forms a balanced 
tree out of the free nodes by their address. The balanced tree is used to 
readjust the pointers in active nodes. Once the pointers have been readjusted, 
the active nodes can be compacted. The advantage to this scheme is that the 
balanced tree facilitates the process of readjusting_ pointers. That is, a binary 
search can be done for each pointer being adjusted. 
6.2.3 Li~neariz£ng Compact£on 
The advatage of linearizing compaction is oriented toward a virtual 
memory system. That is, since the nodes that point to each other are most 
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likely going to end up a_djacent to each other, the number of page faults may be 
greatly reduced. As Courts points out, this is based on the assumption that 
nodes wbich point to each other usually are dynamically active together. 
Linearizing schemes can be classified into a FIFO or LIFO method 
according to the resulting arrangement of nodes. If the branches of a tree are 
traversed depth first from left to right, the LIFO method will move nodes at a 
lower level closer together than nodes at a higher level, and the FIFO method 
will move nodes linked via the left most branch closer together (see figure 2). If 
the branches of a tree are traversed deJJth first from right to left, the FIFO 
method will move nodes linkccl via the right pointer closer together, and the 
LIFO method would still move nodes at a lower lever closer together than nocles 
at a higher level. For both classifications, however, the order of nodes at a given 
level would just be in the reverse order if a right to left traversal was done 
instead of a left to right traversal. If the branches of a tree are traversed 
breadth first from left to rigl1t, both the LIFO and FIFO method will move 
nodes at the same level adjacent to each other. However, the FIFO method 
would group the highest level of nodes first and the LIFO method would group 
the lowest level nodes first. If the br-.anch.es of a tree are traversed breadth first 
from right to left, both the LIFO and FIFO method will still move nodes at the 
same level adjacent to each other. However, the order of the nodes within each 
group would be reversed compared to a left to right traversal. 
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The type of ordering that should be done does not necessarily depend 
on the type of traversing that is done by the list processor. Since the nodes in a 
tree are only accessable from the root downward (unless there are pointers to 
each of the leaves and the tree is linked backwards), the nodes will always be 
referenced in a top down fashion even if the leaf nodes are to be examined first. 
With this in mind, a FIFO ordering may be preferable. However, a breadth first 
LIFO method may be preferable if a moving scheme like Minsky's is used for 
compaction. That is, the ordering chosen could be better suited for the garbage 
collector and not the list processor; it would not matter to the list processor 
what order the nodes were in, just as long as they were on the same page . 
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I \ 
2 3 
I \ I \ 
4 6 6 7 
FIFO 
depth first 
left to right --> 1 2 4 6 3 6 7 
right to left --> 1 3 7 6 2 6 4 
breadth first 
left to right --> 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 
right to left --> 1 3 2 7 6 6 4 
LIFO 
depth first 
left to right --> 4 6 2 6 7 3 1 
right to left --> 7 6 3 6 4 2 1 
breadth first 
left to right --> 4 6 6 7 2 3 1 
right to left --> 7 6 6 4 3 2 1 
Figure 2. FIFO/LIFO L1near1z1ng_Comp_a.ct!_on-=-
6. 9 Moving vs. Copying 
Moving or copying algorithms may be used to reclaim abandoned 
memory by which there is a subtle difference. Moving algorithms change the 
contents of old reachable nodes as their contents ·are moved to a new address. 
·For example, when the contents of a node is moved, a forwarding address. may 
be left in the old node. Leaving a forwarding address is a useful means by which 
other nodes that refer to the old node can be updated to point to the new 
address. Copying algorithms do not change the contents of a node while 
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copying. Moving and copying algorithms both compact memory, but moving 
collectors are typically of the arbitrary or linearizing type, and copying 
collectors are of the sliding type. 
6. 9.1 Copying Garbage Collectors 
Sliding compaction schemes are examJ)les of a copying garbage 
collector. They do not change the contents of a node lJefore it is copied. The 
node is simply copied to the nc,v address. The link-reversal scheme can be used 
with a copying algorithm. llowever, the contents of a node would have its 
pointers restored before being co JJ i c d . Restoring the poi n t e rs wo u Id perm it the 
original pointers to be COJ)ied to the new address. 1,he original pointers may 
then be recalculated later with the use of a break table as fladdon and Wait 
proposed. 
6.8.2 Moving Garbage Collectors 
Minsky proposes a moving algorithm for garbage collection where an 
additional bit per node is needed and an additional pointer field per node is 
needed. It is of a LIFO linearizing type and is thus applicable to garbage 
collection in virtual memory. The additional bit avoids nodes being moved more 
that once if they are in a circular list. The additional pointer field is needed to 
hold the new address of the node. Minsky's algorithm is also good for just 
moving lists of inf orrnation which is not related to garbage collection. As each 
node in a list is traced on the way ·down, it is marked. As each node is It.raced on 
the way back, its new addTess is recorded in the old node, its pointers are reset, 
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and it is moved to secondary storage with its new address. When a node points 
to another node that has alr<'ady been moved to secondary storage, the pointer 
is updated with the forwarding address left in the node being referenced. After 
all reachable nodes have be<'n moved to secondary storage, they are read back 
into main memory at the new addresses pointed to by the additional field 
pointer. 
It s c e ms th at l\, 1 i n 8 k y 's sch em e is don e e ff i c i en t I y . since the 
conceptual trees of nodes rcJJresenting reachable nodes are traversed in a 
postorder (LIFO) fashion ratll<'r than preorder (FIFO). That is, all sibling child 
nodes are moved before their parent node is moved. The advantage is that all 
nodes being pointed to would have a forwarding address in their respective node 
already. Time could be saved 1Jy 11ot having to compute the address of child 
nodes as an off est from a base address of their parent node. 
Fenichel and Yochclsen propose an algorithm similar to Minsky's. 
Their algorithm uses an implicit stack but no mark bits. The major difference 
is that Fenichel and Yochelsen's algorithm divides memory into two semispaces. 
The two semispaces would eliminate the need for secondary storage in order to 
.l 
move nodes. When available memory is low in one semispace, the reachable 
'nodes are moved and compacted into the other semispace. Their algorithm is 
go.od for a paging environment as well. 
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7. Virtual Memory 
In virtual memory, garbage collection need not worry about the size 
of stack space. Thus, algorit.hms such as the link-reversal scheme are somewhat 
obsolete. Although space is no longer a concern, special considerations must 
now be given to structures that may be scattered over more than one page. It is 
important to keep the memlJers of a list adjcent to each other, or at least on the 
same page, to avoid page faults \\'hen manipulating the list. Good locality of 
reference should be maintained. In light of page faults, the consequence for poor 
locality of reference is also rneasured by the amount of internal fragmentation 
loss. If only a few objects on a page are in the dynamic working set of a 
program, then memory is being managed poorly. 
Deciding where to do -.garbage collection in virtual memory is 
important also. It can be done everywhere, with linearizing compaction 
techniques, when page faulting becomes a regular occurance. However, garbage 
collecting all of a very large virtual memory would be costly; it would be more 
practical to garbage collect memory by segments. Bishop points out that 
garbage is generated at cliff erent rates, and that separating memory into 
segments by these rates could be an advantage [COHE 2 p. 358]. He elicits that 
nodes which are active at the same time typically have the same garbage 
gen·eration potential (COHE 2 p.352]. Classifying segm_ents by garbage 
generation can help reduce page faulting as well as reduce time spent on garbage 
collecting. Of course each segment should be the size of one page or a multiple 
\ 
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of one page. Nodes, however, do not always stay active at the same time, and 
their potential for garbage generation can change. Therefore, nodes need to 
adapt to different segments as their potential for garbage generation changes. 
Courts proposes a generational/adaptive garbage collection scheme. 
The ideas proposed by Courts are similar to those of Bishop. Bishop classifies 
segments of memory l)y rates of garbage generation, and Courts classifies 
segments of memory by J)otcntial for survival (young, intermediate and old 
generations), both ideas of \\·hich are related. The primary objective they share 
is that time spent on garbage collecting should be kept to a minimum. Time 
should not be spent on garbage collecting all of memory every time. In each of 
their schemes, a segment can be garbage collected independently. The 
heuristics that Courts bases his proposal on is that "young objects tend to 
become garbage quickly" and "the number of pointers from old objects to young 
objects is relatively small" [COUR 3 p. 1129]. Based on these heuristics, Courts 
divides memory into segments by generations, maintains them via adaptive 
memory management, and successfully reduces garbage collection tirpe. The 
details of the scheme Courts proposes are presented in the following se·ctions. 
7.1 An Adapti"ve Garbage Coll.ecto.r 
The adaptz"ve garbage collector th-at Courts describes is probably 
more acurately called a moving garbage collector if the. distinction that Cohen 
makes between copying and moving is considered. That is, when a node is 
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copied, Courts notes that forwarding addresses are left at the old location. In 
this respect, the scheme is actually a moving garbage collector instead of a 
copying garbage collector. Nevcrtl1eless, Courts' description is concise even 
though he refers to it as a copying garbage collector. 
The structure of memory in Courts' description of an adaptive 
scheme is divided in to three logical segments. The segments are called FROM-
SP ACE (F-SPACE), SCAVENGE-SPACE (S-SPACE) and NEW-SPACE (N-
SP ACE), and contain objects ,vith the following characteristics: 
• F-SP ACE - > objects to l)e tested for accessability. 
• S-SPACE -> objects 1iot i11 F-SPACE that may have pointers to F-SPACE. 
• N-SPACE -> objects not in F-SPACE that do not have pointers to .F-
SPACE. 
In addition to these segments, Courts describes a scavenging. process which 
garbage collects the segments and reclassifies all the objects. The steps of the 
scavenging process are as follows: 
• An atomic fl£p logically divides memory in to the three spaces. No physical 
copying is done; various segments just get labeled. 
• All the objects allocat.ed since the last scavenge are au torriat.ically put in to 
F-SP ACE. Hence, F-SP ACE can be thought of as the young generation 
segment which is garbage collected frequently. Remember, "young objects 
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tend to become garbage quirk ly" (COUR 3 p. 1129). thus not much time is 
spent on copying from F-SPACE to S-SPACE (see the fourth step). 
• All objects in S-SP ACE are checked for pointers to F-SP ACE. 
• Objects in F-SPACE, pointed to by objects in S-SPACE, are copied to S-
SPACE. 
• The copy is done to the front of S-SP ACE so the copied objects can be 
checked also. 
• Forwarding addresses arc left in F-SPACE to point to the new location of the 
copied objects in S-SP ACE. 
• The origin objects in S-SPACE are reset to point to the new location of the 
destination objects that were copied from F-SP ACE. 
• Any S-SPACE objects pointing to F-SPACE objects that have already been 
copied just have their pointers updated with the forwarding addresses. 
• After all of S-SPACE has been checked, all objects in S-SPACE can be 
reclassified to N-SP ACE. 
• After all objects in S-SP ACE are reclassified to N-SP ACE, all of F-SP ACE 
can be safely reclaimed. 
All the steps of the scavenger seem simple, but since all accessible objects end 
up in N-SP ACE at the end of a scavenge, how do any objects get into S-SP ACE 
prior to the next scavenge? The scavenging proccess will normally not spend a 
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lot of time copying from F-SPACE to S-SPACE, so it would also be nice to keep 
S-SPACE as small as possible so a lot of time is not spent on scaning it. 
Perhaps, after the flip, part or all of N-SP ACE is reclassified in to S-SP ACE. 
Yes, that's right, the size of N-SPACE may be zero after the flip resulting in a 
large S-SP ACE anyway. Oasically, initially classifying S-SP ACE is application 
dependent. If there is some ,va)' that some N-SP ACE objects can be gt,aranf eed 
to not point to objects in F-SP ACE, then these objects can remain in F-SP ACE 
and the rest will go to S-SP 1\CE; otherwise, all of N-SP ACE will go to S-SP ACE. 
Classifying S-SP ACE is more clear in the generational/ adaptive garbage 
collector th at Courts descri l)es. 
7.2 A Generational Garbage Collector 
In the generat£onal garbage collector described by Courts, memory is 
physically divided into segme11ts by generations each of which are subdivided 
. 
into regions by volatz"lity (see figure 3). The volatility of a: region measures the 
level of restrictiveness of an object (where it may have a pointer to) in the 
region. That is, objects can only contain pointers to objects in regions on· the 
same horizontal axis (i.e. the same generation), or to objects in regions above 
them on the same diagonal axis that ascends from right to left {i.e. the same 
volatility}. 
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Figure 3. Hemory_D1v1ded by Generat1on_and Volat!l1ty. 
During normal processing, every time a pointer is stored in an object, 
the pointer is checked to see tl1at it does not violate the volatility of the object. 
When the volatility of an object is violated it is considered an exception to the 
restrictiveness of the object. When an exception is detected, a volati'lz'ty 
exception handler can be used to handle it by setting up an indirection object. 
The indirection object would be allocated in the region ·with the same genera.tion 
level as the origin object (the object where th-e pointer is being stored) and the 
same v·ol~tility as the destination object (the object being pointed to). The 
advantage of setting up an indirection pointer is that all old objects with 
pointers to young objects are grouped together, thus t·he frequency of page 
faulting can be reduced. However, there is an overhead of setting up the r .. 
indirection pointer. But, according to Courts, the overhead is worth it when 
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compared to the time saved fron1 page faulting. 
7. 9 A Generational/ Adaptive Garbage Collector 
In the generational/ ada11tive garbage collector th at Courts describes, 
• 
the logical adaptive classifications of memory are combined with the physical 
generational classifications. Classifying regions in to F-SF) ACT~, S-SP ACE and 
N-SP ACE upon a fliJ) is done as fallows: 
• Garbage collection (scavenging) is done 'Yith respect to a generation. 
• The generation level for which scavenging is done is classified into F-SPACE. 
• All objects in a region older than the generation being scavenged not with 
the same volatility is classified in to N-SP ACE. Remember, objects not in 
the same generation and not with the same volatility are guaranteed to not 
have pointers to each other. 'I'hat is, N-SPACE olJjects are guaranteed to 
not paint to objects in I~-SI> ACE. 
• Regions containing objects that are in an older generation than the scavenge 
generation and have the same volatility are classified in to S-SP ACE. 
• Objects in regions younger than tl1e scavenge generation are classified in to 
S-SP ACE also. 
• Objects that survive the generation scavenge are promoted to the next older 
generation. 
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Even though it is 110,v clearer which objects may be classified into S-
SPACE, there are two new questions that come to light: 
• How is the generation level decided for the scavenge? Generations can be 
scavenged one after anotl1cr in sequence until all generations have been 
scavenged or it is not necessary to scavenge higher. 
• How does an indirection no(le ever go away? If the destination object for 
which the indirection object was set up for is promoted to the generation 
level where the origin object is, then the indirection object can go away. 
Also, if the destination object for which the indirection object was created 
becomes garbage, then the i11direction object can go away. If the indirection 
object is still needed, the11 it is regenerated in the appropriate region 
(remember, the destination object gets promoted which would cause a 
change in the volatility of the indirection object). But, this is a minority of 
the cases, the indirection objects can usually be eliminated. 
7.4 Loca/i'ty of Ref ere nee - A Tra£n/Adaptz've Garbage Collector 
Courts has a second objective, beyond that of Bishop, which is 
dynamic object placement. lt in·volves the management of objects with respect 
to their level of activity rather than age. It helps improve locality of ref ere nee 
(accross more than one _page) and intuitively helps reduce internal fragmentation 
loss. 
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Courts acknowledges the results of an experiment that Moon 
conducted as a step towarcl irnproving locality of reference. Moon measured 
that if reachable objects arc traversed depth-first instead of breadth-first, by 
the scavenger or the application, locality of reference seems to be better. But, 
this approach yields only small gains. Nevertheless, Courts agrees with Moon 
that it is important to kno,v how objects will be accessed rather than how 
objects can be accessed. The separation of memory in to regions by generation 
and volatility is a way of inclicating how objects can be accessed. However, the 
object placement approaches that Courts describes can help indicated how 
• objects will be accessed. 
In a stati'c object placement approach, Courts points out that a small 
percentage of accessable objects will be highly active [COUR 3 p.1131]. If this 
set of objects is known before hand, they can be put into a region that is defined 
to remain in core memory. Courts exhibits the usefulness of this with th-e 
Watershed Experiment and gives some. steps on how to determine what objects 
are highly active in his Band Training example. 
In his Adaptive Training scheme Courts takes a dynami°c object 
placement approach by focusing on the activity level of objects. He introduces 
another type of space to the adaptive c.ollector called TRAIN-SP ACE (T-
SP ACE). He uses T-SPACE to subdivide regions in the adaptive/generational 
scheme even farther by level of activity (see figure 4). Objects that get classified 
into T-SPACE are only application objects; indirection. objects are never 
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classified into T-SPACE. That is, the regions that have a generation level equal 
to the volatility level are classified into T-SPACE. The advantage of T-SPACE 
is that it gives some indication of how objects will be accessed. 
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Figure 4. Memory D!v1ded by Generation, Volat!lity and Activity~ 
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Since t-he level of activity of an object will change, T-SPACE needs 
to be maintained dynamically by what Courts calls a transporter. That is, the 
transported will dynamically place objects to improve locality of reference. The 
transporter can be activated via monitoring t.asks of the application process ( the 
mutator) or it can be ac.tivate·d by scavenger. The following comprehensiv.e list 
of scenarios describe the activity between the transported, the mutator, the 
scavenger and all the classes of objects: 
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• If the scavenger accesses an object in F-SPACE, the activity counter of the 
object is incremented, if it is not at a predefined maximum already, and the 
object is transported to S-SP ACE by the transporter to the appropriate 
region. This is not dynamic object placement on the basis of activity, there 
is just reasonable belief that the object is in the dynamic working set. 
• If the mutator accesses an object in F-SP ACE, the activity counter of the 
object is set to zero and the object is transported to S-SP ACE by the 
transporter to the appropriate region. This is dynamic object placement on 
the basis of activity because the object is active. 
• Note that objects can be classified into S-SP ACE, one at a time, by the 
transporter when it is activated by the mutator. Thus, S-SPACE is already 
classified before the flip. This is another scenario of how objects initially get 
in to S-SP ACE. 
• If the mutator accesses a11 object in T-SPACE, the activity counter is set to 
zero and is transported to N-SP ACE. Notice that obje-cts in T-SP ACE do 
not contain pointers to objects in F-SPACE. 
• If the scavenger accesses an object in T-SP ACE, the object is left alone. 
• Objects in generations higher t-han the scavenge generation that are not 
active get flipped into T-SPACE regions according to their generation level 
and activity count. 
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• Objects in the scavenge generation and in a generation lower than the 
scavenge generation that are not active get flipped in to F-SPACE, and all 
objects in these generations that are active get flipped in to S-SPACE as 
usual. 
• When the highest generation is eventually scavenged, all objects are flipped 
into F-SPACE, and hence the learning process starts over for every 
generation. 
Courts shows in l1is analysis that between the various adaptive garbage 
collection schemes, the train/adaptive scheme performed the best in both areas 
of time spent on paging and overall total process time~ 
8. Opportunistic Garbage Collecting 
Wilson presents opportunistic garbage collection which is aimed at 
doing garbage collection at the opportune time. That is, it helps to determine 
when and where to garbage collect. It incorporates non-incremental and 
generation-based characteristics. The non-incremental characteristics determine 
when to scavenge, and the generation-based ch.aracteristics determine where to 
scavenge. 
There are three non-incremental heuristics that are used. The first 
two non-incremental heuristics are not· applicable to normal processing time 
which intuitively should not cause an.y disruptions. Garbage collection can be 
done during idle time based on how long the application :idles, or at the end of 
J 
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an interactive session based on how long the session was. The advantage is that 
they a.re based on user in tcraction with the application and may allow a fu II 
blown garbage collection to be done without being noticed. The "end of a 
session" heuristic assumes that there are computation bound processes long 
enough such that the user ,viii not notice any additional delay of garbage 
collecting. Both these heuristics could be implemented by providing procedures 
that can be invoked directly by the user and/or automatically by the 
application. The third non-incremental heuristic is based on two premises 
which are applicable to normal processing time. That is, garbage collection can 
be done after a return from a. procedure because it's a key event (this actually 
avoids using additional resources to monitor the stack as well), and it would not 
take long ( the stack utilization is at a minim um). Knuth would agree with the 
second premis, he claims that identifying one reachable node would take longer 
than reclaiming one abandoned node. 
The generation based characteristics categorize memory cells in·to 
s·e.perate generations by age and choose. a segment for garbage collecting on a 
case by case basis. That is, a collection for an older segment could be done 
b.ased on the survival count in a younger segment. 
8.1 lmplementi'ng Opportuni'stz'c Garbage Oollectz'on 
• 
Invocation of user level routines can be used as hints to the garbage 
collector. For example,. when the read function is called a pau·se can normally be 
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expected until the user types in the data. When routines such as read are 
called, the garbage collector can make a decision to scavenge or not while read 
waits for the user to finish. The decision should be quick enough as to not delay 
the user from responding to read. 
If a lot of allocating was done since the last scavenge, the stack 
height is low relative to the average height during a read, and it has been a 
while since the last user interaction, a full blown scavenge may be appropriate. 
8.£ Scheduling Large Scave11ges 
A scavenge through new-memory can be used to determine if a 
scavenge through both new and intermediate memory could be done in a timely 
fashion. If both memories are scavenged after the new memory is scavenged, the 
survivors of the new memory will be processed twice; but processing survivors of 
new memory would not be that costly if there were not too many of them. If 
there were, then the two-generation scavenge should not be done. 
To avoid any noticeable pause by doing the two-generation scavenge 
right away, it can be done a lit tie later. The estimate of doing the larger 
scavenge is likely to c·hange by waiting to do it later, but the estimate can be 
remade with respect to the amout of allocating that was done since the smaller 
scavenge. 
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9. More Garbage Collectio,i Schemes 
Garbage collecting at the opportune time while maintaining good 
locality of reference are the latest ideas that have been presented for reclaiming 
abandoned memory. However, before the late l 980's, other sophisticated ideas 
have been proposed as well. 
9.1 Precompiling Garbage Collect£on Information 
Barth considers shifting garbage collection overhead to compile time. 
For example, the function R = f(R) often decrements the reference count of the 
node R once pointed to, and S = cons(a,R) often increments the reference count 
of the node R once pointed to. Sometimes it may be known that in R = f(R), 
the reference count of the node that R use to point to always goes to zero and 
can thus automatically be put i11to free space. 
9.2 Multi"processor Garbage Collection 
Garbage collection for real-time programs would requ.ire th.e use of 
two processors that run in parallel: one for garbage collection and the other, the 
mutator, to do the list processing~ Dijkstra proposes two ex.tra bits per node 
since there are three possible states. White would indicate the node is 
unmarked, black would indicate the nod·e is marked, and grey would indicate 
the node has been allocated. White and black nodes are tagged by the collector, 
and grey nodes are tagged by the muta~or. Grey nodes soon become black and 
potentially go to white. 
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Steel points out tl1at the two processors could run in parallel and 
send interrupts to each other via semaphores indicating when to collect or 
continue allocating again. 
Baker proposes doing garbage collection a little at a time. He 
suggests using two seniispaces and moving a fixed amount of nodes to one or the 
other space periodically. rl'his scheme keeps garbage collection at a predicatable 
fixed time which may be tolerable. 1-Iis scheme also keeps the frequency of page 
fau I ting down in a paging S)rste1n due to the constant compaction. In Bakers 
scheme there is a trade off between the frequency collection and the size of the 
semispaces needed. If collection is done often, the spaces do not need to be that 
large, and vise versa. A variant of Baker's scheme is implemented in a LISP 
machine at MIT (COHE 2 p. 355). 
9.9 Hash Table/Reference Counting Garbage Collecti"on 
Minsky and Knuth propose the use of three hash tables which would 
take advantage of LISP's characteristic that about 97% of nodes .have only one 
reference (CORE p. 353]. One table would record nodes with zero references 
(ZRT), another would record nodes with more that one ref ere nee (MRT) and the 
other would record nodes used for variables (VRT). Nodes with one r.ef ere nee 
are not in any table. 
When a node is allocated, it is removed from free space and placed· 
into the ZRT. When a node is referenced and it is record.ed in the ZRT, it is 
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removed from the ZRT. When a node is referenced and it is not recorded in any 
of the tables, it is entered into the MRT with a count of two. If a node is 
referenced and it is recorded in the MRT, the count is incremented. When a 
node is dereferenced and it is recorded in the MRT, its count is decremented, 
and is remove from the MRT if the count goes to one. If a node is dereferenced 
and the node is not recorded in any of the tables, the node is recorded in the 
ZRT. 
The VRT woulcl be used to do a mark and sweep when free space 
becomes empty. The VRT identifies points of origin from which all reachable 
nodes can be accessed for marking. The advantage of using the hash tables is 
that counter space is not needed for a node that has one reference. That is, the 
storage requirement is greatly reduced because of the statistic that about 97% 
of nodes in most LISP programs have only one reference. 
Deutsch and Bo-brow note that there are· three basic type-s of 
transactions with nodes; allocating a node, generation of a pointer to a node 
' 
and .oetatching a pointer from a node. One note they make is that allocating a 
node typically is followed by attaching a pointer to it; therefore, entry into and 
removal from the ZRT for a node can often be eliminated. They take 
advantage of this and reduce the amount of times a node is transfered between 
the tables that Minsky and Knuth suggested. They even go as far as keeping the 
tables in a sequential file to reduce the overhead of paging in a virtual memory 
system_. Their scheme first examines a created or destroyed pointer. One of 
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three things typically are associated with a created pointer, and one of two 
things typically are associated with a destroyed pointer. The specific actions 
that follow are based on what talJle the pointer is associated with and/or what 
its reference count is. After cxaminination, the appropriate table is updated. 
10. XL/SP: An Object Orie1ited List Processor 
XLISP is an experimental • version of LISP with object-oriented 
features. XLISP was designed by David Michael Betz; permission is granted for 
unrestricted non-commercial use. The garbage collection/memory management 
scheme described in the following sections is for version 1.7. The intent of this 
chapter is not to present object oriented programming features. For more 
information on XLISP see the document "XLISP: An Experimental Object-
oriented Language" dated June 2, 1986. 
10.1 Garbage Collecting 
XLISP does a familiar mark and sweep approach ·for garbage 
collecting abandoned nodes. The name of the function which governs the 
garbage collection process is called gc() and is jn the source file called xldmem. c. 
Ge() incorporates abandoned nodes into a free list, and marks reachable nodes 
via th·e link-reversal scheme th.at was independently proposed by Floyd, 
Deutsch, and Schorr and Wait. The functions called ·by gc(), which actually do 
the mark and sweep, are appropriately called mark() and sweep(). Both mark() 
and sweep() are in xldmem.c also. Before reclaiming unmarked nodes, the 
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garbage collection function, gr(), will mark nodes that are reachable from the 
object list, all the enviro,11,1e11ts, and the evaluation stack. 
XLISP also provides some garbage collection related procedures that 
can be called at the user level. The procedure ( CC) can be used to force garbage 
collection to occur regardless of how many free nodes there are. The user 
procedure ( CC) basically docs everything that the internal gc() function does 
except th at it first checks t }1 c n u rn be r of ar g u m e n ts s u pp I i e d ; t here sh o u Id not 
be any. If there are arguments sup1)lied, an error message will be issued and 
garbage collection will not be clone. The procedure (EXPAND) can be used to 
force memory expansion; basically, another segment will be allocated from the 
operating system and be added to the free list of nodes. The number of 
segments to be allocated can be specified as an argument to (EXPAND). If no 
argument is supplied, (EXPAND) will take the liberty to allocate one segment. 
The procedure (ALLOC) will allow the user to control the size of the next 
segment (by number of nodes). The default value of a segment is defined by the 
macro NNODES which is located in the source file xl£sp.h; the value in version 
7 .1 is 1000. The procedure (MEM) will display memory related statistics; the 
values shown are as follows: 
• Nodes: -- > the n um her of nodes allocated so far. 
• Free nodes:--> the number of nodes available· on the free list. 
• Segments: -- > the ~ um her of segments allocated so far. 
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• Allocate: --> the number of nodes which will be allocated next (the size of 
the next segment). 
• Total: -- > the total number of bytes allocated from the operating system so 
far. 
• Collections: -- > the nu m her of garbage collections done so far. 
Internally, there are some global variables which are used for garbage 
collecting/memory management. The variables are as follows: 
• anodes--> number of nodes to allocate next (size of the next segment) 
• nnodes -- > n um her of nodes allocated 
• nfree -- > n um her of free nodes available 
• /nodes -- > pointer to the free list of nodes 
• total -- > number of bytes of memory allocated (this includes storage for the 
nodes and storage that is dynamically allocated for strings, vectors, objects, 
the segment identification fields, the evaluation stack, etc.) 
• nsegs -- > n.um ber of segments allocated 
• segs -- > pointer to list of segments 
• obarray -- > pointer to object list 
• xlenv--> pointer to list of environments 
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• xlstack --> pointer to the current slot on the evaluation stack 
• xlstktop -- > pointer to top end of evaluation stack 
• xlstkbase --> pointer to bottom end of evaluation stack 
If the garbage collection routine is invoked because there are no more 
free nodes on the free list and the collection does not yield a minimum of a 
defined amount of free nodes, another segment of nodes will be allocated and 
put on the free list. The number up to which this would occur is defined by the 
global variable anodes. 
10.2 Node Types 
A node in XLISP is defined by the type definition NODE. The 
layout of NODE is defined in the source file xlz'sp.h (see figure 5). 
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typedef struct node { 
char n_type; 
char n_flags; 
union { 
struct xsym { 
struct node •xsy_pl1st; 
struct node •xsy_value; 
} n_xsym; 
struct xsubr { 
I• type of node •I 
I• flag bits•/ 
/•value•/ 
/• symbol node •I 
I• symbol pl1st - (name . pllst) •I 
/• the current value•/ 
I• subr/fsubr node•/ 
struct node 
} n xsubr; 
struct xl1st { 
•C•xsu subr) ();/•pointer to an internal routine •I 
struct node •xl car; 
struct node •xl cdr; 
} n xlist; 
struct x1nt { 
FIXNUM xi int; 
} n xint; 
struct xfloat { 
FLONUM xf float; 
} n xfloat; 
struct xstr { 
int :xst_type; 
char •xst str; 
} n :xstr; 
struct :xfptr { 
FILE •xf_fp; 
int xf savech; 
} n_:xfptr; 
struct xvect { 
int xv size; 
struct node ••xv data-; 
-} n :xvect; 
} n info; 
} NODE; 
/• list node (cons) •I 
/• the car pointer •I 
/• the cdr pointer •I 
I• integer node•/ 
/• integer value •I 
I• float node•/ 
I• float value •I 
I• string node •I 
I• string type •I 
I• string pointer •I 
I• file pointer node *I 
I• the file pointer •I 
I• lookahead character 
I• vector node •I 
I* vector size *I 
I• vector data *I 
for input files•/ 
The member n_type is used to identify the type of t·he node~ A node can be one 
of the eleven following types: 
• FREE (0) -- > the node is on the free· list and has no type 
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• SUBR ( 1) -- > the node is used for representing a subroutine 
• FSUBR (2) -- > the node is used for representing a subroutine of a special 
form 
• LIST (3) -- > the node is used for representing part of a list 
• SYM ( 4) -- > the node is used for representing a symbol 
• INT (5)--> the node is used for representing an integer 
• STR {6) --> the node is used for representing a string 
• OBJ (7) -- > the node is used for representing an object or class 
• FPTR (8) -- > the node is used for representing a file pointer 
• 
• FLOAT (9) -- > the node is used for representing a floating integer 
• VECT {10) --> the node is used for representing a vector 
The member nJlags is used by the garbage collection routine to represent the 
two bits needed in the link-reversal scheme. The first bit is MARK; it is set by 
the marking phase when active nodes are identified. If MARK is set, the node 
is considered active and will not be put onto the free list when the sweeping 
phase is done. H9wever, MARK will be cleared during the sweeping phase after 
the node is examined. The second bit is LEFT; it is set by the marking phase 
also when active nodes are identified. LEFT is used to indicate that the left 
branch of a LIST or SYM node was marked and the right branch should be 
done next. Before the marking phase does the right branch, LEFT will be 
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cleared. 
The member n_info is a union of eight mutually exclusive structures. The 
member n_info is only as big as the largest structure. Defining a union of 
structures is the means by which XLISP can use the same type definition for all 
eleven node types. Depending on the value of n type, one of the strurtu res will 
be used for representing that respective type as follows: 
• struct xsubr n_xsubr --> is used for representing node types SUBR and 
FSUBR. The member xsu subr is a pointer to one of the XLISP procedures 
-
(a nice feature in C). The difference between these node types is that SUBR 
type procedures pass the results from evaluating each argument, ~nd 
FSUBR type procedures do not have their arguments evaluated prior to 
being passed. (SETQ) is an example of a FSUBR procedure and (SET) is 
an example of a SUBR procedure. 
• struct xlist n xlist --> is used for representing the node types LIST and 
FREE. If the node _type is LIST, the members xl_car and xi_· cdr are used as 
the car and cdr pointers of a cons cell in LISP. If the node type is FREE, 
xi car will always be NIL and xi cdr will be used to point to the next node 
-
-
in the free list; if -the node is the last node in the free list then xi_· cdr will be 
NIL. 
• struct xsym n _ xsym -- > is used for representing the node type SYM. The 
member xsy_ylist points to the property list ·of the symbol and ~he member 
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sxy value points to the value of the symbol. Notice that the marking phMe 
-
of the garbage collection scheme will access xsy_ylist the same as xi_ car of a 
LIST node, and xsy value the same as xi cdr of a LIST node. That is, it 
-
-
uses the parameterized macros car(x) and cdr(x) for accesing the respective 
pointers in each node tyJ)e (car(x) and cdr(x) are defined in the source file 
xlisp.h). This is possible because n_xsym and n xlist both have the same 
types of members and th us refer to the same relative address within the 
union. For example, it does not really matter if n_info.n_xsym.xsy_ylist is 
used or if n_info. n_xlist.xl __ car is used; both will refer to the same location in 
memory. 
• struct xint n_xi"nt--> is used for representing INT type nodes. The member 
xi_int is used to hold an integer. 
C 
• struct xfloat n_xfloat --> is used for representing FLOAT type nodes. The 
member xf Jloat is used to hold a floating integer. 
• struct xstr n_xstr --> is used for representing STR type n.odes. The member 
xst_str points to the string. The member xst_type is used ·to indicate the 
type of the string. A string type is either DYNAMIC or STATIC. 
• struct xfptr n_xfptr --> is used for .representing FPTR node types. The 
member xfJp is a pointer to a file in the operating system. The member 
-
xf_savech is used for a lookahead character for input files; it is useful for 
peeking at the next character in the file without having to unread it. 
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• struct xvect n_xvect -- > is used for representing VECT and OBJ node 
types. For the VECT node type, the member xv_size is used to indicate the 
size of the vector, and the member xv_data is used to point to the elements 
of the vector where each clement is a pointer to a node of a valid node type. 
For the OBJ node type, the member xv_size is used to indicate the number 
of instance variables in the object, and the member xv data is used to point 
to the instance variables of the object. 
10. 8 Node Allocation 
When a string is created, a character array is dynamically allocated 
to hold the string if it is a DYNAMIC string; if it· is a STATIC string, 
storage allocation is not necessary, the string that is passed is expected to use 
its own storage. If storage allocation is needed, the storage will be long enough 
to hold the string plus a nul character. The nul character is necessary to mark 
the end of the string. A DYNAMIC string is one that is generated during the 
run time of XLISP. A STATIC string is one that is hard coded· and generated 
during the compile time of XLISP. The distinction is necessary .so that the 
garbage collection scheme does not free the storage associated with a string that 
is hard coded in the XLISP source c.ode routines. This is the case for keywords 
that XLISP places into the object array d.uring initialization. That is, "CAR", 
"MAPCAR", "CONS", etc. are keywords that are entered into the object array 
whose print name is a stat£c string hard coded in the XLISP source code. To 
free such storage during garbage collection would be disastrous. 
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When a symbol is created, its property list is created with one 
member. The member is the J>rint name of the symbol. The complete symlJol is 
created with a SYM type node, a LIST type node, and a STR type node. The 
xsyylist member of the SYM node will point to the LIST node which heads 
the property list, the xi car rnem ber of the LIST node will point to the STR 
-
node, and the xst_str member of the STR node will point to the print name of 
the symbol. Notice that the print name of a symbol is always the first member 
put on its property list. When a symbol is created, its value will be unbound if 
the symbol is not a keyword that is created by XLISP itself during initialization. 
If the symbol is a keyword (this is a case of a STATIC string), the value of the 
symbol will be initialized to the SYM node representing the symbol. 
When a vector is created, storage is dynamically allocated for the 
e"lements of the vector. Each element is actually a pointer to a node of a vaild 
type. Initially all the elements in the vector will be NIL. 
When an object is created, storage is dynamically allocated for each 
instance variable defined in tl1e respective class. Each instance variable in the 
storage is actually a pointer to a node of a vaild type. lnitially, all the instance 
variables are unbound. If the object is a class, xv_size will be eight and each 
element in xv_data will contain. a pointer to a property of the class as follows: 
• element zero will be used for a list of messages sent to the class 
• element one will be used for the list of instance variable names 
. . 
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• element two will be used for the list of class variable names 
• element three will be used for the list of class variable values 
• element four will be used for a pointer to the superclass 
• element five will be used for the number of instance variables 
• element six will be used for the total number of instance variables 
• element seven is not used 
At first glance, it appears that something peculiar is done when 
space cannot be dynamically allocated for a vector, a string, etc. For example, 
both newvector() ( creates and initializes a vector) and stralloc() ( creates and 
initializes a string) will call f£ndmem() to find more memory before attempting to 
allocate space a second time via calloc(). However, ca/loc() is a C library 
function which allocates storge from the operating system. The peculiar part is 
that it seems as if Jindmem() does not change the status of the system space. 
That is, memory is finite in any machine; it cannot just be created by the 
operating system. So, it appears that the second attept to allocate space by 
newvector() and stralloc() will always fail. But, further investigation of what gc() 
( called by Jindmem()) does will show that this is not necessarily true. If there 
are vectors or strings that have been abandoned, gc() will put the node on the 
free list but will give the vector or string space back to the operating system via 
the C library function free(). So, the system space can indeed grow as a result of 
calling fz"ndmem(). 
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10.~ Memory Segments 
The storage used for the nodes in XLISP are maintained by 
segments. Each segment contains descriptive information; namely, the number 
of nodes in the segment and a pointer to another segment are kept at the front 
of each segment. The tyJJe of a segment is struct segment and is defined in the 
source file xlisp.h. The member sg_zize is used to hold the number of nodes; 
this is the value of anodes at the time the segment was allocated. The mem her 
sg_next is used to link all the segments together. The member sg_nodes is the 
first node in the segment; subsequent nodes can be accessed by subscripting 
sg_nodes like an array. When a segment is allocated, it is placed at the front of 
the segment list and its nodes are placed on the free. list. 
10.5 The Marki'ng Function 
The marking procedure, mark(), is coded with one big loop. The loop 
is used to govern the traversal of a given node until it and all nodes branching 
off the given node have been marked. The marking procedure will call itself if a 
node type of VECT or OBJ is encountered; each element. of a ve·ctor and each 
instance variable of an object will generate a recursive call to mark(). If a LIST 
or SYM node is encountered, pointers in the respective fields are shuffled 
around as expected with a link-reversal scheme. 
There are two inner loops in the marking procedure. The first inner 
loop governs the traversal down the LIST and SYM node branches, and makes 
... } 
........ ~~~·~-"*' 
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the recursive calls for elements of VECT and OBJ nodes. The second inner 
loop governs the traversal back up the LIST and SYM branches, and restores 
the original pointer values. If the inner loop which governs the downward 
traversal encounters a node that has been marked already, the loop will be 
broken. This check is necessary to prevent endless traversals through circular 
lists. 
10. 6 The Sweeping Function 
The sweeping procedure, sweep(), will reclaim unmarked nodes by 
traversing through the segme11t list. Any unmarked VECT or STR 
(DYNAMIC strings only) nodes will have its dynamically allocated storage 
freed also. OBJ nodes do not have their dynamically allocated storage freed but 
probably should; there does not seem to be any reason why the storage cannot 
be freed. Any unmarked FPTR type nodes will have the associated file closed . 
.. 
All unmarked nodes become a FREE type node and is put onto the free list. If 
a marked node is encountered, it will be left alone after its MARK and LEFT 
bits are cleared. 
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10. 7 The Object List 
The object array is represented by a SYM type node which has a 
VECT type node as its value. The SYM type node is pointed to by the global 
variable ob array. The vector is used to represent each symbol in the object 
array. When a symbol is entered, a hash value is generated which is used as the 
place in the vector where the symbol is entered. The symbol is entered in to the 
vector via the xl_car member of an additional LIST node. That is, symbols are 
maintained in the object list via a list off each element in the vector where the 
xi car member of each LIST node in the list points to a symbol. If there is a 
-
collision, the symbols with the same hash value are added to the respective list; 
they are linked together by the xl_cdr member of their respective LIST nodes 
(see figure 6). Notice tl1at the object array is the value of the symbol 
*OBARRA Y*. The size of the vector is defined by the macro HSIZ~ (199) 
and is located in the source file xlisp.h. 
10. 8 The Evaluation Stack 
The size of -the evaluation stack is defined. by the macro EDEPTH 
(2000) which is in the source file xlisp.h. The top of the stack is pointed to by 
the global variable xlstktop, and the bottom is pointed to by xlstkbase. The 
current slot on the stack is pointed to by xlstack. The stack is used to 
remember values in current computations and is used extensively. Items that 
are placed onto the stack are actually addresses of pointers (a pointer to a 
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pointer to a node) to nodes rather than the nodes themselves. 
The value of xlstack is maintained and used via the parameterized 
macros xlsave( n), xlsavel( n), xlprotec~ n), and stkcheck( n); all of them are defined 
in the source file xlisp.h. Xlsave( 11), xlsavel( n) and xlprotec~ n) will push n on to 
the evaluation stack; however, xlsavel(n) is the only one that will first check if 
there is room for n, and xlsave( 11) is the only one that will assign NIL to n after 
doing the push. Xlstkchec/..,i1i) is used to check if there are at least n slots 
available on the evaluation stack. The popping task is generally maintained via 
a local variable within a function that utilizes the evaluation stack. The name 
oldstk is consistently used to define the local variable. 0/dstk points to the slot 
on the evaluation stack to which xlstack is restored before a function returns. 
Other than oldstk, there are two functions which utilize the environment stack. 
Namely, xlbegin() will remember the current value of xlstack in a CONTEXT 
structure, and xljump() will retore. xlstack to the saved value in a CONTEXT 
structure. A CONTEXT structure is defined in the source file xlisp.h, and is 
basically used when executing an XLISP procedure like (RETURN), (GO), 
(CATCH), (THROW), etc. 
Xlstkbase is also used by xlsave1(n) and xlstkcheck( n); it is used 
when testing for the end of the environment stack. Xlstktop is only used ·as a 
stopping point when th.e environme-nt stack is marked by the .garbage collector. 
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10.9 The Current Environ,1ie,1t 
The global variable xlenv points to the list of environments. The 
first node in the list heads the current environment. An environment is the list 
of symbols currently in scope with their bounded values. Symbols in the 
environment are formal variables that are bounded to their respective argument 
values. When the value of a symbol is referenced, the symbol is first searched 
for in the current environment. If it is not in the current environment, the next 
environment is checked. If the symbol is not in any of the environments, the 
value associated with the symbol via the xsy_value member of the SYM node is 
used as the value. Notice tl1at the value of the symbol pointed to by xsy value 
is not the same as a bounded value (see figure 7). The functions which 
manipulate the environment lists are defined in the source file x/sym. c. 
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10.10 A Property List 
The architechure of a property list was introduced in the discussion 
on allocation of a symbol. The property list of a symbol is referenced via the 
xsy_plist member of a SYM node. The first member of the list will always be 
the print name of the symbol. The print name is represented via a STR node 
as a STATIC string. Tl1e STR node is actually referenced via the xi car 
member of a LIST node wl1ich is used to form the property list. Other 
properties in the list are referenced via the xi cdr member of the LIST node 
which heads the STR node of the print name. Although the other properties 
are linked into the property list via LIST nodes, they are represented a little 
different than the print name. That is, there are two LIST nodes used to 
represent one property: one for the name of the property and one for the value. 
The LIST nodes are all linked via the xi cdr member where the LIST node for 
the property name always preceeds the LIST node for the property value (see 
figure 8). Various functio·ns which manipulate (add, retrieve, remove, etc.) the 
property list are defined in the source file xlsym. c. 
10.11 Garbage Collecti"on Enhancements 
Some enhancements can be made to the garbage collection scheme 
that XLISP uses. Since XLISP uses the link-reversal scheme, which is slower 
than a fixed size stack scheme, a hybrid of a link-reversal fixed size stack scheme 
can be. used to speed up the marking process. The marking process c·an st.art 
" 
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out by using the stack but then use the link-reversal scheme when stack 
overflow occurs. This can assure that the faster fixed size stack scheme will be 
used most often and be insured when a long or wide list is encountered. The 
system stack can be used for the fixed size stack and can be used recursively 
until a maximum level is reached; at this point, the link-reversal scheme can be 
used until the levels of recursion begins to return. 
11. Analysis 
Analysis of the various garbage collection schemes in valves the 
weighing and comparison of each of their cost. Weighing the cost of a single 
garbage collection scheme may be based on different points of view, thus 
yielding different results. Comparison of costs formulated under different 
assumptions for a single garbage collection scheme is more of an argument of the 
assumptions made ·rather tl1an the resulting costs. Comparison of the cost for 
different garbage collection schemes become more difficult and useless as the 
schemes being compared become more different from each other. Most of the 
analysis done has been based on the cost of time; little emphasis has been 
placed on space requirements. 
Knuth assumes tl1at the cos't of marking one reachable node is more 
expensive than the cost of reclaiming one abandoned node. The cost .of marking 
a node involves traversing the conceptual tree, marking the node, eventually 
unmarking the node, adjusting pointers if compaction is being done, etc. The 
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cost of reclaiming an abandoned node just involves identifying it and putting it 
into free space. Based on the first assumption, Knuth also assumes that the 
cost of reclaiming one abandoned node becomes more expensive as the number 
of reachable nodes increase. Notice that as the number of reachable nodes 
increase, the number of abandoned nodes decrease. Th us, the cost of rec I aiming 
fewer abandoned nodes becomes more expensive because there are more 
reachable nodes to mark. Based on the second assumption, it follows that the 
cost of the average garbage collection increases as the number of reachable 
nodes increase. l(nuth concludes that it is better to have an inexpensive 
marking algorithm as opposed an inexpensive sweeping algorithm when garbage 
colleting. 
Hora weighs the cost of a program by the following formula: 
• cost of program = space * time 
• cost of program == (total number nodes collected * number nodes in memory) 
* ( time collecting one abandonded node + useful time computing per node 
collected) 
Note that the nu.mber of nodes in memory has an important role in 
minimizing the cost of a program. Hora formulates that 60-80% of the number 
of nodes in m.emory should be. collectable during garbage collection to have an 
optimal cost· of a program. Thus the number available nodes should be 
increased or decreased to fall around 70%. [COHN 2 p. 356] Hora suggests the· 
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use of reference counters when the useful computing time per node collected is 
very small. That is, reference counters can boost useful computing time by 
reducing the number of nodes to IJe collected. Note that reference counters are 
probably maintained during useful computing time and may erroneously show 
that useful computing time is increasing, but that effect is likely to be an 
insignificant margin of error compared to the gain of reducing the number of 
nodes to be collected. 
Campbell claims that the following formula measures the cost of a 
program better than IIora's formula: 
• cost of program = time 
• cost of program == time collecting an abandonded node + useful time 
computing per node collected 
Note that the number of nodes in memory does not have to be minimized or 
\• 
maximized to minimize the cost of a program. If the number of nodes in 
memory do have a role in the cost of a program, C-ampbell formulates that 50% 
of the number of nodes in memory should be collectable during garbage 
collection to have an optimaJ cost of a program. Cambell points out that a 
percentage of free nodes are still potentially free when garbage collection .starts 
and thus not all nonreachable nodes need to be collected. Cambell concludes 
that if the total number of nodes a program will request can be estimated, 
strategies for achieving the 50% mark can be developed. 
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The percentage figures provided by Hora and Campbell should not be 
used as a means to detern1ine ,vhen garbage collecting should be done. That is, 
since more than 30 or 50% of the nodes may be active, free space may become 
empty before 50 or 70% of the nodes are reclaimable. 
Larson assumes that this formula weighs the cost of collection time: 
• Collection time == (number of reachable nodes * time to mark, unmark, 
compact, and readjust one reachable node) + (number of nodes in memory * 
time to inspect one node)== identify (mark) time+ incorporate (sweep) time. 
Larson also believes that the time to identify one node is greater than the time 
-· 
to incorporate one node. However, Larson believes that the num-ber of available 
memory nodes should be as large as possible. Since the identify time and 
incorporate time may vary with the amount of nodes in memory, especially in 
. 
vi"rtual memory, Larson concludes that minimization of garbage collecting 
occurs when the n um her of reachable nodes equals the n u.m her of nodes in main 
memory. This of course is just an in terestin·g point of insight for which there is 
little to be taken advantage of. That is, there is little control over how many 
nodes a program will have active at a given time; a program may never have a 
number of active nodes equal to the number of main memory nodes, or be 
anywhere near it. 
For virtual memory systems, Bishop believes that this formula 
accurately weighs the cost of .ga.rbage collection: 
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• garbage collection cost = time to perform collection + time incurred from 
page faults due to uncollected garbage 
The first component of the formula increases with the amount of reachable 
nodes. The second component increases with the amount of abandoned nodes. 
Thus, Bishop also believes that cost to reclaim one node is proportional to 
n um her of reachable nodes and the cost to reclaim one node is inversely 
proportional to rate of garbage generation. Bishop concludes with the following: 
keeping nodes segregated in to different areas by rate of garbage generation can 
reduce the cost of garbage collection; the amount of page faulting will be 
reduced and the over all number of nodes being marked is reduced. Page 
faulting would. be reduced because a segment can be small enough to fit into one 
page. The overall ·number of 11odes being marked will be reduced since garbage 
collection is performed frequently only on segments with high rates of garbage 
generation. 
For real..;time/dual processors, Wadler points out that nodes freed 
before the collector begins a cycle are the nodes that are actually reclairned. 
Nodes freed during a collection cycle are considered floating and hang around 
until the next collection cycle. This unfavorable occuranc~ of floating nodes 
occurs freque.ntly in parallel processor configurations. Wadler concludes that 
1· 
parallel garbage collection (two processor configuration) requires at least twice 
the processing power as sequential garbage collection { one processor 
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configuration); and in sequential garbage collection, the collector needs at least 
twice the processing power as the mutator. 
Courts characterizes the regions in his adaptive/generational garbage 
collecting scheme with the following statistics: 
• Regions where the generation level is equal to the volatility level (the left 
most column) contain most of the application objects. 
• Application objects occupy about 95% of the region space (COUR 3 p.1129]. 
• Regions where the generation level is not equal to the volatility level usually 
contain the indirection objects. 
J, • Indirection objects occupy about 1/2% of the region space [COUR 3 p.1130). 
• Objects on the stack are maintained in the regions with volatility equal to 
zero which occupy about 5% of the region space (COUR 3 p.1130). Notice 
that stack objects can be either an application object or an indirection 
object. 
Wilson believes that generation scavenging will avoid noticeable 
disruptions for most programs. But, for those programs which exper,ience 
disruptions, opportunistic garbage collectio.n can make the disruptions 
acceptable. The intermediate generation introduced by opportunistic garbage 
collecting is a gamble. If there are few middle aged deaths, the gamble is los-t0 :' 
Wilson's philosophy behind opportunistic garbage collecting is simple. If a delay 
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would be noticeable by scavenging, then wait until the delay would be shorter. 
If the estimated delay is not improving keep waiting until time for scavenging is 
affordable. For example, if the estimated time to do a large scavenge is too high 
for successive procedure returns {i.e. there are always a lot of survivers from the 
new generation scavenge because the stack height is high), wait for a read t.o do 
the scavenge. 
12. Summary 
In addition to liow garbage collection is done, it is equally important 
to determine wlien it shoulcl be done and where. For example, if memory was 
separated into two parts, one section for the stack and one for the heap (free 
space and reachable nodes), when the stack pointer and heap pointer run in to 
each other, garbage collection (using compaction techniques) can be triggered. 
For other memory arrangements it may be better to do garbage collection, when 
the frequency of page faulting becomes a regular occurance, or simply when free 
space drops to a predefined· limit. Generation scavenging focuses on where to 
garbage collect, opportunistic scavenging focuses on when to garbage collect, 
and mark & sweep focuses o.n how to garbage collect. 
It may be feasible to _provid.e the programmer with procedures which 
can be encoded in a program to kick off garbage collection or give nodes back to 
the allocator dynamically. For a given list processor, a programmer may have 
the insight -to instruct as to when s·uch times are best. But if the programmer is 
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not careful, the dangling reference problem may occur if nodes are freed but still 
referenced. If garbage collection is left as a task for the programmer, it should 
not be more of a concern than roundoff errors with numerical computations. 
Witl1 the extensi,,e amount of study done on garbage collection for 
list processors, more and more emphasis is being placed on hardware design. 
With special hardware features such as extra bits per word, more elaborate 
garbage collection schemes can be implemented to enhance the performance of 
list processors. 
The three bits me.ntioned in the algorithms need not be explicit. 
·Their functions can be interchanged or encoded. The atomic indicator bit can 
be removed if all atoms were kept within a special range of memory. The tag bit 
or mark bit can be encoded into the pointer area. If it is true that cons cells 
always have even or odd addresses, then adding one to a pointer value can be 
used to identify a tagged or marked node. The bits may also be stored in a bit 
map and not be defined in eacl1 node. 
With the exception of reference co-unters,. all the garbage collection 
schemes are built around the identify and incorporate approach. Each sch-eme 
proposes details on ho,v to implement each part. Various techniques such as 
compaction, list building, link reversal, use of extra field·s or bits, bit maps, 
break tables, several passes over memory, stacks (fixed, variable and/or 
circular), memory separating, precornpiling information, or a hybrid of these 
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approaches are used. 
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